Plate 1.171. (above left) Architectural fragment 7, limestone block.

Plate 1.172. (above right) Architectural fragment 8, limestone slab (S 870).

Plate 1.173. Architectural fragment 9, crowning molding, elevations.
Plate 1.174. (above) Architectural fragment 10, limestone regula and taenia, elevations.

Plate 1.175. (above left) Architectural fragment 10, front view.

Plate 1.176. (above right) Architectural fragment 10, side view.

Plate 1.177. (left) Architectural fragment 10, *in situ* in rubble wall, from north.

Plate 1.178. (above) Architectural fragment 11, working chips from Temple C.
Plate 1.179. Temple C area, various cut blocks, elevations and plans.
Plate 1.180. Greek Sanctuary, typical cover tiles; sections, ends, and isometric view. **Left:** Section of architectural fragment 14, probably from Temple C, and end of architectural fragment 19, with Section A, from Building B. **Center, top and bottom:** Ends of two uncatalogued cover tiles from Building B. **Right:** Restored view of cover tiles in position.

Plate 1.181. Typical pan tile, Type A, plans and sections, based partly on architectural fragment 12, showing variations in shapes of lower front edges (a-c).
Plate 1.182. (above left) Architectural fragment 12, fragment of pan tile (Type A), probably from Temple C, showing upper portion as set on sloping roof.

Plate 1.183. (above right) Architectural fragment 13, fragment of pan tile (Type B), probably from Temple C.

Plate 1.184. (above) Architectural fragment 14, fragment of upper part of cover tile, probably from Temple C.

Plate 1.185. (left) Architectural fragment 14, bottom view.
Plate 1.186. (near right)
Architectural fragment 15,
terra-cotta drainpipe.

Plate 1.187. (far right)
Architectural fragment 15,
plan.

Plate 1.188. Restored sima arrangement for Room A1 and Building B, elevations and isometric view, based on C 3378 (from the court), architectural fragment 16 (from A1), and C 776 (from B).
Plate 1.189. Architectural fragment 16, sima fragment, from Room A1.

Plate 1.190. (left) Cover tiles (foreground) and pan tiles (background) from the eastern half of Room A1 laid out.

Plate 1.191. (below) Left to right: Pan and cover tiles from the western half of Room A1 laid out.
Plate 1.192. (above left) Iron dedication (Mi 76) of assembled plates, general view.

Plate 1.193. (above right) Part of iron dedication (Mi 76), side view showing plates.

Plate 1.194. (below left) Shaft-smelting furnace (Mi 178), during excavation.

Plate 1.195. (below right) Shaft-smelting furnace (Mi 178), after excavation, showing tuyere slot (a).
Plate 1.196. Shaft-smelting furnace (Mi 178), tuyere slot, views and section. Scale 1:1.

Plate 1.197. (above left) Shaft-smelting furnace (Mi 178), partially formed bloom, showing position of tuyere slot (a).

Plate 1.198. (above right) Frozen flow of molten slag (Mi 188).

Plate 1.199. (left) Restored shaft-smelting furnace.
Plate 2.1. Inscriptions, Protogeometric, Geometric, and Archaic. Scale 1:1.
Plate 2.2. Inscriptions, Protogeometric, Geometric, and Archaic. Scale 1:1.
Plate 2.3. Inscriptions, Protogeometric, Geometric, and Archaic. Scale 1:2.
Plate 2.4. Inscriptions, Protogeometric, Geometric, and Archaic. Scale 1:2.
Plate 2.5. Inscriptions, Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman, on stone, monument with graffito 75, elevations, plans, section, and detail.
Plate 2.6. Inscriptions, Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman, on stone. Scale of 75 a–c ca. 1:3, of 78 ca. 1:4.
Plate 2.7. Inscriptions, Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman. Scale 1:2.
Plate 2.8. Inscriptions, Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman. Scale 1:1.
Plate 2.10. Inscriptions, Protogeometric, Geometric, and Archaic. Scale 1:1.
Plate 2.11. Inscriptions, Protogeometric, Geometric, and Archaic. Scale 1:2.